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Letter from the Chair

Dear Members,
Welcome to the summer
issue of Data Basics!
It has been predicted that by 2020 the global
burden of Central Nervous System (CNS)
disorders will have risen by almost 15%, as a
result of prolonged life expectancy and an
increasingly large aging population. CNS
drugs represent 20% of all new compounds
entering clinical trial testing. Cardiovascular
diseases, amongst the world’s largest killers,
are claiming 17.1 million lives a year, with the
WHO reporting that cardiovascular deaths
could reach 20 million annually by 2015. Part
of this issue of Data Basics focuses on issues in
clinical data management relating to trials in
these therapeutic areas; be it related to the
time course of symptom response in complex
disorders; analyzing epigenetic effects, such as
transcriptional silencing noted in breast cancer resulting from aberrant CpG island hypermethylation; or gene polymorphisms related
to cardiovascular outcomes.
I would like to remind you all that registration is now open for SCDM’s key event, the
Annual Conference to be held in September
in Baltimore, MD. Not only will the conference include a wide range of sessions on current issues in the CDM industry, but also
workshops on topics of key interest such as

Lean Six Sigma and basic and advanced
oncology.
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We are also offering a webinar on ‘21 CFR
Part 11 for the Clinical Data Manager’ on
June 23 and on ‘An Introduction to Lean &
Six Sigma for the CDM’ on July 21. We
invite you to benefit from these online learning opportunities.
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With close to 100 new members joining
SCDM and about 230 renewing their membership in March alone, I would like to extend a warm thank you to all of our members
on the behalf of SCDM for your steady
support!
SCDM also welcomes active participation
from its global membership and invites student members to benefit from SCDM’s vast
portfolio of offerings.
To conclude, SCDM’s future is driven by you
– so please come forth and participate actively
to make the difference!
Thanks!

Dr. Nimita Limaye
2011 Chair
SCDM Board of Trustees
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Letter from the Editors
Dear SCDM Members,
Welcome to the newest issue of Data Basics!
School is out, vacations are upon us and amazingly, half the year has passed by. Hopefully the
sun is shining where you are.
This issue of Data Basics has a variety of articles relating to topics in CDM. To learn more
about the practical consequences of FDA and
EMA guidelines regarding cardiac safety in
trials for Type 2 Diabetes, check out “Developing New Drugs in Type 2 Diabetes: A More
Complex Challenge.” Or, take some time to
review the latest from the FDA Data Standards
Council in “Data Standards for Clinical Trials.”
Working on a study and wondering if you and
your study team are optimally set up for data
review and tracking? You may find some interesting points about targeted data cleaning in
“Enabling Early Decision-Making with EDC.”
For an update on central nervous system research, take a look at “Major Challenges in
CNS Trials – An Overview”. To find out how
to run your clinical trials efficiently while
collecting and maintaining high-quality data,
check out “CRF Design Best Practices.”

We’d also like you to take a look at SCDM’s
Code of Ethics that we have included in this
issue. The principles serve as a guide to the
everyday professional conduct of clinical data
management professionals who serve as
SCDM members.
You still have time to plan your travel for the
2011 SCDM Annual Conference in Baltimore,
MD in September, and SCDM continues to
offer webinars and online courses to help you
hone your skills.
We are also eager to hear from you. Writing is
a great way to connect with your fellow
SCDM colleagues and get your name in print!
The fall issue will be focused on Respiratory
and Infection and we encourage all of you to
consider submitting an article.
Until then, don’t forget your sunscreen, take
some time to relax and have a terrific summer!
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2011 SCDM E-Learning
2011 Online Course Offerings
Online Course

Dates

Selecting and Implementing Electronic Data Capture

Jul. 11 – Jul. 30

Database Lock and Randomization

Sep. 19 – Oct.14

Project Management for the Data Manager

Oct. 17 – Nov. 11

2011 Webinar Schedule
Webinar 11:00am Central; 60-minute presentation (30-minute Q&A)

Dates

21 CFR Part 11 for the Clinical Data Manager

Jun. 23

Introduction to Lean and Six Sigma for the CDM

Jul. 21

Biostatistics – What Every Clinical Data Manager Should Know

Sep. 22 & 29

Data Integration and the GCDMP: A New Chapter in Clinical Data Management

Oct. 20

The Role of Metrics in Clinical Data Management: Tracking Quality and Efficiency

Nov. 17
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Major Challenges in CNS Trials – An Overview

By: Prakash Velappan, Senior Manager, CDM, Quartesian Clinical Research

CNS and its diseases –
An Introduction
The Central Nervous System (CNS) contains the
majority of the nervous
system and consists of the
brain and the spinal cord.
Together with the endocrine and peripheral
nervous systems, it coordinates body’s responses to the internal and external environment
and it has a fundamental role in the control of
behavior.
Some of the common CNS diseases include:
infections of the central nervous system, such
as encephalitis; neurodegenerative diseases,
such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease;
autoimmune diseases, such as multiple sclerosis; genetic disorders such as Huntington’s
disease; psychiatric disorders, like depression;
and cancers of the CNS, such as brain cancers.
Unlike diseases affecting other body systems
and organs, the adverse effects of most of the
CNS diseases are not restricted to the affected
area of the nervous system, but often extend to
various other biological organs and functions.

CNS Trials – A Market Scenario
CNS represents the second largest therapeutic
segment and one of the fastest growing therapeutic areas of the pharmaceutical market. It
also represents some of the greatest areas of
unmet medical needs. According to the World
Health Organization, the occurrence of Alzheimer’s disease is slated to grow by more than
100 % in developed countries by 2040, and by
300 % in China, India, South Asia and Western Pacific countries over the same time period.
Because of significant unmet medical needs in
the treatment of CNS medical conditions
(Alzheimer’s disease, cognitive disorders associated with various psychiatric and neurological
syndromes, stroke, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, pain, sleep and major psychiatric
disorders), and an aging population in developed countries, the demand for innovative
CNS therapies will continue to grow rapidly in
the coming years. The overall CNS therapeutic
drug market was valued at $78 billion in 2010.
This will reach nearly $82 billion by 2015.
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Major Challenges in CNS Trials
The success rate is particularly low in CNS
trials considering the fact that only about 7%
of investigational CNS drugs that start in
clinical development are eventually marketed,
as compared to 15% for non-CNS drugs.
Hundreds of CNS drugs are in development
globally, yet they lag behind therapies for nonCNS disorders in the development process.

Major challenges faced in CNS trials are:
a) High rate of development attrition
Industry analysts are attributing lesser number
of NDA applications submitted to the FDA in
recent years – especially for innovative drugs
that address unmet medical needs – to the
great amount of attrition in Phase II trials. The
major factor contributing to the development
attrition is lack of safety and efficacy. It is
estimated that each of these factors contribute
to 30% of attrition. The second major factor is
the pharmaceutical companies’ interest in more
complex diseases with highly unmet medical
needs, and in establishing higher standards for
success. Stringent scrutiny about safety by
regulatory agencies contributes the third factor.
Several strategies, centered on translational
medicine, have been adopted by the pharmaceutical industry in recent years to reduce
Phase II attrition. These strategies include use
of Phase 0, adaptive trials and employing early
proof-of-concept trials. By employing these
strategies, sponsors can obtain valuable information on a drug’s safety and efficacy early in
the development stage, and at a low cost. Welldesigned translational studies may enable drugs
that do not work in humans to fail early.
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b) Selecting the right endpoints
Endpoints in CNS studies tend to be more
subjective – involving a doctor or patient’s
assessment – and are therefore more difficult to
measure and more variable than objective
endpoints. CNS trials frequently use rating
scales as primary efficacy measures, which are
subjective; unlike non-CNS trials where objective evidence or physiological evidence (eg:
blood pressure, temperature, weight etc.) is
Continued on page 4
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Major Challenges in CNS Trials – An Overview
continued from page 3

collected to prove the efficacy of a drug.
It is more challenging for the sponsors to
define the clinical relevance of subjective
endpoints, compared to objective endpoints. Sponsors should clearly define the
subjective endpoints of the trial which
will play a crucial role in the successful
completion of a trial on time.
c) Blood-brain-barrier (BBB) and Brain
tissue binding
A major challenge in treating CNS conditions is drug passage across the bloodbrain-barrier (a protective barrier for
CNS that maintains appropriate concentration gradients) and brain tissue binding. More than 98% of all new drug
candidates fail to cross BBB efficiently.
Development of CNS drugs thus requires
good knowledge of the ability of a drug
to cross the BBB. Similarly, if the binding
of the new drug candidate to the brain
tissue is stronger, the unbound fraction of
the drug that can freely interact with the
target receptors will be lower. The unbound fraction greatly influences the
extent of the free drug concentration in
the brain that ultimately interacts with
the target receptors.
Advancement in cell biology of the BBB
has opened new doors and possibilities
for improved drug delivery to the CNS.
Several carrier or transport systems, enzymes, and receptors that control the
penetration of molecules have been identified in the BBB. Permeability of the
BBB may be altered by the disease(s).
Using available methods to assess the
BBB permeability of drugs at the discovery stage can help in avoiding the development of drugs that fail to reach their
target site of action.
d) Patient recruitment
Unlike non-CNS trials, CNS trials lag
behind in patient recruitment for several
reasons. Mainly, patients with CNS disorders often have impairments in their
thinking process, and therefore experience difficulty consenting to, and partici-
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pating in the trial. This is an especially
big challenge in psychiatry and Alzheimer’s studies. As the pharmaceutical industry is racing to develop therapies for CNS
diseases because of aging population, the
trial environment in developed countries
has become somewhat saturated, making
treatment-naive patients more difficult to
find and recruit.
Many of the tools used for diagnosis/
evaluation in CNS studies are very
lengthy to ensure that the subjects meet
all the criteria. The diagnosis assessments
for most of the CNS disorders generally
involve input from the patient, caregiver
and a clinician to establish a baseline
from which expected improvement can be
measured. Therefore, the person responsible for patient recruitment must understand that both patient and caregiver are
going to be required to complete multiple
tests, visits, diaries and report observations. This can help in selecting the right
patients for the study and can significantly speed up the trial and also improve the
data quality.
e) Human errors & placebo effect
CNS trials are particularly prone to human errors. Major human errors include
inconsistent or biased ratings, poor patient selection and wrong interview rating. Sometimes, site investigators are
under pressure to enroll patients in the
study, and therefore may inflate the patient ratings to include them in the study.
Inflated rating and incorrect rating can
lead to poor patient enrollment in the
study, which results in poor data quality
and ultimately, a failed trial.
Placebo effect (a case where the non-active drug – a placebo - works better than
expected simply because the recipient
believes that it will work) is not new to
the clinical research industry; it occurs in
trials across various therapeutic areas.
However, this is particularly prevalent in
CNS studies because endpoints in CNS
studies are more subjective.

Monitoring patient interviews and ratings
by raters who are independent of sites
leads to significant improvements in data
quality in CNS trials. Similarly, using
technologies like video monitoring methods can significantly improve the quality
of the data collected at the study site
which will result in cleaner data and will
help in completing the study
conclusively.

Conclusion
Success rate within CNS trials is lower
than other non-CNS trials for several
reasons. It lags behind in terms of the
time needed to bring drugs to the market
as they typically require large, multi-center global trials to obtain adequate response data against placebo, and take
years to conduct (on average it takes 12.5
years for CNS agents to obtain regulatory
approval). To increase success rates, reducing the timelines and cost of research
are the keys. A variety of techniques
(Imaging, Electroencephalogram etc.) can
be employed to study compounds early in
clinical development stage – for translating preclinical findings into Phase I.
Usage of some of these techniques is just
beginning to be applied widely in the
industry. These methods allow researchers
to select drug candidates, confirm they
engage their targets, and characterize the
PK/PD (Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics) profile of compounds early on.
Similarly, application of technologies like
video monitoring in CNS trials can significantly improve the data quality and
successful completion of trial.
Prakash Velappan has a BSc. in Biological
Sciences and has worked in the CRO industry since 2003 in data management. He
started his career in the CRO industry by
joining Paragon Biomedical, Trivandrum,
India, a CRO based in the United States.
Since 2006, he has been working for Quartesian Clinical Research, Bangalore, India,
Continued on page 7
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Enabling Early Decision-Making with EDC

By: W. Douglas Bain, Consulting Partner, Soltex Consulting LLC

Introduction
What is EDC? Is it a tool for the Electronic Capturing of clinical trial data?
Or, is it something else? What about
CDM tools? Are they just for doing
clinical data management?
10 years ago, the software industry
offered systems that were good for electronically capturing
data at sites (EDC systems), and tools that were good at
managing clinical data (CDM systems). Neither type of
system was particularly good in the other field. EDC systems typically captured data into forms, and then presented
this data in a non-optimized format – often the eCRF itself
- for DM review and submission. CDM systems, on the
other hand, were good for structuring data, for using inhouse with batch reviewing and for supporting the paper
CRF process, but were challenged when it came to offering
user friendly support for sites.
Today, the landscape for eClinical is changing. We are
seeing CDM vendors build out the capabilities of their site
interaction tools. EDC vendors are also closing the gap in
how data is structured and managed centrally as well as
providing strong support for data integration and
consolidation.
So – given this premise that systems are now more capable
of servicing a broad set of stakeholders, should the approach
to clinical trials be changing?
One of the significant challenges that pharmaceutical R&D
(Research & Development) organizations face is the need to
cut costs and increase throughput. To achieve this, companies are looking at new approaches and leveraging technology where appropriate.
One method of cutting costs and increasing throughput is
to be in a position to make early decisions. In the area of
clinical trials, that means being able to cancel futile studies
or adapt studies to more quickly achieve a conclusion.
To enable early decision-making from clinical trials, there is
a need for the central consolidation of data in a location
that can assure the persistence of workflow and tracking of
statuses.

The Challenge
One of the challenges that eClinical software development
companies have is to anticipate all situations that a diverse
user base might encounter. As the scope of eClinical solutions expand, the user roles that are in scope expand. Many
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solution providers believed that if they simply created tools
to capture and clean clinical data, they would immediately
be embraced by these different roles and change would
occur overnight. In reality, although eClinical systems have
been available in their present internet-based mode for over
10 years, significant returns on investment have been slow
to emerge. ‘Databases’ are still prepared, data entry is carried out, data managers review data, monitors perform SDV
(Source data verification) and databases are locked. Although paper may not be quite so prevalent, we are still
seeing personnel perform very similar activities to those
performed 20 years ago.
So, what change should we be seeing? And why is the industry so slow to embrace the change?
How often do studies run their full course, where a negative
end result could have been assessed earlier, or where an early
dose change or patient population adjustment could have
made a development program successful? Clearly, the value
in being able to see the data both in status and content can
make that early decision or assessment possible. EDC alone
cannot make the difference – these tools have existed for
many years. It is the appropriate application of EDC that
will bring truly significant change.
I believe opportunities exist to address the need to be in a
position to make early decisions from data in clinical trials.
These are defined in 4 action areas:
• Early Data Consolidation
• Targeted Data Cleaning
• Clean Data Awareness changes
• Data Availability

Early Data Consolidation
Capturing an accurate view of the status of a study based on
data requires either the status to be consolidated – for example, a portal presenting status data from different sources
- or for the data to be consolidated.
For systems that offer integration capabilities, there is considerable value to be achieved in consolidating the data in a
single location as early as possible. This might be Lab/ PK,
eDiary or IVR (Interactive Voice Response) data. By having
data in a single location, it is possible to perform electronic
reconciliation and, importantly, to be able to have a total
view on the status of all of the data. The risk of late impacting reconciliation issues are minimized. Earlier data consolidation also opens the door for easier interim analyses and
study adaptations.
Continued on page 6
Return to Cover

Enabling Early Decision-Making with EDC
continued from page 5

The CDISC ODM standard is making routine integration
between systems a reality. Much of the ‘plumbing’ work is
already done with web-friendly technologies, such as web
services, provided as part of an eClinical platform.
However, integrations are often not available ‘out of the
box’. It is key that organizations complete the linkages
between systems in as much of an ‘Enterprise’ basis as possible. Attempting to apply a custom data transfer between
two or more eClinical platforms during study startup can
be risky without prior configuration, standards and process
work outside the scope of a study.

Targeted Data Cleaning
In a clinical trial, not all data are considered equal. During
the development of a protocol, some information is considered ‘endpoint’ significant. Traditional data cleaning methods often do not differentiate the level of effort applied
between the least significant and most significant data. As a
result, rather than focusing time and effort on the information that will drive the greatest quantifiable value by being
cleaned early, data are cleaned indiscriminately.
A revised approach is called for, leveraging available tools to
target edit checking, review, and source data
verification(SDV). Targeted data cleaning attempts to apportion value to data cleaning functions. Data points identified as ‘primary end-point’ significantly receive the greatest, earliest focus, with online edit checking applied wherever possible. Intelligent partial SDV can also be applied,
ensuring the elements that are most critical are SDV, whereas the less-significant items can receive less focus.
By focusing the effort on achieving cleanliness on the most
critical elements, it is possible to increase the quality of data
where it is most needed.
To achieve effective targeted data cleaning, an integrated
data cleaning approach is preferred. Historically, data cleaning has effectively been carried out in different locations.
Back-end SAS, front end EDC edit checking, Biostats
Programming etc. This works, but is potentially wasteful in
resource time and repetitive in nature.
With a consolidated targeted data cleaning plan defined at
the outset with the protocol, all stakeholders can achieve a
state of cleanliness with optimal degrees of effort applied.
Further activities may be carried out, such as Biostats analysis. However, the state of data cleanliness made available to
them will be pre-defined allowing them to perform further
analysis on a trusted base of quality data.

I personally favor cleaning data as early as possible with edit
checking where it makes sense, however whether you do
this, or do it with other tools is not key. The crucial point is
that a complete targeted data cleaning plan for all stakeholders is defined and applied from the start.

Clean Data Awareness
The ability of an EDC system to report the state of the
study – often as a result of edit checking or of other data
cleaning activities - can be an important asset in supporting
early decision-making. It can provide a manager with an
immediate view on current progress, down to the level of a
single data point. However, the perspective that an EDC
system is able to offer can be limited by its lack of knowledge of data that lies outside of the system.
Today, it is common to see readiness for database lock, and
the true on-going status of a study, reflected in an assortment of spreadsheets, checklists and Word documents, as
well as EDC itself. By integrating data early, we have an
opportunity to create a more consolidated and holistic
picture of the clinical data. The caveat of this is ‘provided
the activities surrounding data cleaning are applied’ to the
EDC system. This presents our next challenge demonstrated by the following example.
A Medical Monitor is given the task of reviewing patient
profile data for 500 subjects. They are handed a listing that
includes data pertinent to the study protocol, they annotate
the listing creating queries on 5 subjects. The queries are
passed to DM for clarification, or raised to the site.
Upon completion of the activity above, the system may be
aware of queries raised for five subjects, but may not be
aware that any data has actually been reviewed. As a result,
the EDC systems workflow logic that states that lock can
only occur if the data have been reviewed fails. A data manager cannot simply press the ‘Lock’ button and assume that
anything not reviewed remains in pending review status.
The system simply does not ‘know’ what has, and what has
not been done. If a manager were to view the state of the
data, then either the data are ready for lock or they are not;
the workflow logic of the EDC system is effectively
crippled.
To tackle the problem, it is important that activities that
take place out of EDC, such as patient listings or profile
reviews, are in some way communicated back to EDC. A
number of methods exist for this that often differ between
technology platforms.
Continued on page 7
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Enabling Early Decision-Making with EDC
continued from page 6

Data Availability
The last piece of the puzzle in achieving a platform for early
decision-making is the means of providing to the appropriate users data that have been consolidated and cleaned/
locked early. I will emphasize ‘appropriate’ here. The downside to early data availability is undesired un-blinding.
However, modern platforms are able to filter data based on
study and build data availability rules by role to prevent this
issue. Data are then only visible to the appropriate roles,
based on security role access.
Through the assured control of access, the opportunity
exists to define in the statistical analysis plan the point
where a sufficient volume of clean data has achieved a statistically significant end-point, enabling early adaptations,
adjustments or terminations to occur.

Conclusion
With eClinical, data consolidation on a single platform is
not new. However, by combining the consolidation activities with a platform that can maintain a review, cleaning
and lock workflow, and bringing this activity early in the
lifecycle of a study, the data becomes significantly more
accessible and reconciliation risks are reduced.
Targeted data cleaning raises the opportunity to reduce
costs, while at the same time focusing cleaning in areas that
have the most significant impact.

Major Challenges in CNS Trials – An Overview
continued from page 4

another CRO headquartered in New Jersey, U.S. Currently, he is
Senior Manager, CDM, for Quartesian Clinical Research. He has
more than 7 years experience in the industry and has managed
several studies in various therapeutic areas successfully.
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Maintaining the integrity of an electronic workflow by
communicating external workflow activities assures that
dependent activities, such as database lock, can be controlled automatically, and that status reporting remains
current throughout the life of the study.
To take advantage of the early consolidation and cleaning of
data, a means of delivering the data close to real-time in a
suitable form is necessary.
Technology can assist to achieve the above operational
excellence elements. However, processes and change management are equally important to assure that benefits are
both attained and maintained.
EDC in the 90’s promised cleaner data faster; in some
regards, this has been achieved. However, greater leaps are
possible through early data consolidation and targeted
cleaning to provide the opportunity for early
decision-making.
Doug Bain is a consulting partner at Soltex Consulting LLP, a
consulting firm focused on enabling Clinical Research and
Development excellence. Doug has been involved in the development, implementation and use of eClinical systems since
1996. Since 2006, he has focused his efforts on helping organizations achieve Operational Excellence through leveraging a
combination of technology, people and processes. Doug can be
reached at dbain@soltexconsulting.com, or you can read his
blog at http://www.soltexconsulting.com/blog.
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CRF Design Best Practices

By: Chris Ingle, CCDM, CCRP, Clinical Data Manager, McDougall Scientific Ltd.
In order to efficiently run your clinical
studies, and to collect and maintain
high-quality data that are required to
address your research questions, one of
the most important factors to consider is
Case Report Form (CRF) design. Whether in EDC or paper studies, CRF design
is frequently the most important, and
also frequently the most underestimated
factor in data quality; as well as a determining factor in the number of queries
generated during your study’s conduct.
“Arguably, no document in a clinical
trial (other than the study protocol) is
more important than the instrument
designed and used to acquire data. The
quality of the data collected relies first
and foremost on the quality of this
instrument. Regardless of the time and
effort spent conducting the trial, the
correct data points must be collected;
otherwise, a meaningful analysis of the
study’s outcome may not be possible.
Therefore, it follows that the design,
development, and quality assurance of
such an instrument must receive the
utmost attention.”
-Good Clinical Data Management
Practices, June 2010 Edition; Section:
Data Acquisition.
The first step to ensuring quality CRF
design is through adherence to the Clinical Data Acquisition Standards Harmonization (CDASH) standard. CDASH
describes basic recommended standards
for the collection of clinical trial data,
and is the result of a global, peer-reviewed
development process by the Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium
(CDISC). Consideration and implementation of the CDASH standard has the
potential to reduce queries in two major
ways: first, by reducing unnecessary data
collection; and second, by standardizing
data collection forms across studies and
sponsors to reduce the potential for error
during data capture at the sites. The goal
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is better quality data, lower operating
costs and faster database lock. Furthermore, standardizing data collection results
in data that are more user-friendly for
analysis, data integration and data
exchange.
One of the major recommendations of
CDASH is that data should only be
captured in the CRF if they will be used
for analysis. Data not required for reporting or analysis, but intended for monitoring purposes, should be collected on
worksheets rather than in the CRF.
Common examples of data that are collected, but that will not be used for analysis, are:
• Reminders to site staff which include
“Yes/No” checkboxes asking whether
specific tasks have been completed (e.g.
issuing the subject a diary or checking
to ensure that the subject’s concomitant medications have been recorded).
o Instructions to site staff are a useful addition either directly to data
collection forms or to CRF completion guidelines. However, reminder-related checkboxes should exist
only on worksheets (provided the
responses will not be used in the
analysis).
• Calculated totals of numeric data (e.g.
questionnaires or rating scales), where
the data, on which the calculations are
based, are also recorded in the CRF.
o Unless a decision by site staff must
be made based on the calculated
total, manually calculated totals
should be avoided in the CRF, as
the totals can be calculated at the
analysis stage.
• Physical Examination forms.
o CDASH recommends that the only
data that should be collected for
physical examinations are the status of whether or not the exam was
performed and, if the response is
“Yes”, the date (and time, if required) of the exam. Instructions

should prompt the sites to record
any abnormalities identified during the exam on other appropriate
forms, such as medical history or
adverse events.
• Forms designed to collect general comments.
o CDASH classifies comments fields
as either “solicited” or “unsolicited”. Solicited comments are defined as those that are entered into
text fields that were included in a
pre-defined space within a form to
clarify an associated variable (e.g. a
Lab form with a Comments field to
capture a reason for not collecting
the sample). Unsolicited comments
include comments entered outside
of pre-defined fields (e.g. in margins), general comments forms on
which the site can record any type
of comment and comments on subject diaries.
o While the presence of general
comments forms may be intended
to reduce the number of queries
generated during a study, in practice they often result in more data
review work than they prevent.
o General comments are of limited
usefulness for analysis and reporting, as the comments are usually
listed for reference, instead of being
displayed with their associated data.
o A potential risk that arises from
general comments forms is the potential for hidden safety data (e.g.
if “visit rescheduled due to subject
illness” was captured on the comments form, the site may need to
be queried to determine whether
an Adverse Event entry should be
added).
o For these reasons, CDASH suggests that CRFs not include general
comments forms, but that instead
Continued on page 12
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Developing New Drugs in Type 2 Diabetes: A More Complex Challenge

By: Didier Saur, MD VP & Global Leader, Cardio- Metabolic Research, ICON Clinical Research
Type 2 diabetes is an epidemic according to the World
Health Organization. Its prevalence is high and increasing
constantly around the world. The primary objective of diabetes treatment is to decrease the incidence of complications
through an adequate control of chronic glycemia. However,
concerns about cardiac safety of some oral anti-diabetic
drugs has been raised recently and led the FDA and EMA to
produce more stringent guidelines for the development of
new therapies in type 2 diabetes. Essentially, the objective is
to rule out an increased cardiac safety risk prior to the submission of the dossiers. Adaptations of clinical development
strategies to incorporate the documentation of the cardiac
safety with the adjudication of pre-defined cardiac events are
necessary. The practical consequences are more patients in
the dossiers, performing pre-marketing cardiovascular outcome studies. Consequently, clinical development of drugs
for diabetes is longer, riskier and costs more. This is now the
necessary step for the safety of the patients.

Introduction
The development of new drugs for type 2 diabetes treatment is directed, at least in the western world, by two classical regulatory guidelines: the FDA and EMA guidance
documents1,2.
However, clinical development has been made more complex over these last few years following some regulatory and
scientific concerns related to the cardiac safety of some oral
drugs, or pharmacological classes. This is highlighted in the
now famous meta-analysis on the rosiglitazone cardiac safety
published by Professor Steven Nissen in the New England
Journal of Medicine3, in the EMA position paper justifying
the revision of the diabetes guidance document4, or in the
FDA final guidance document on the requirement to evaluate in clinical development the cardiac relative risk of antidiabetic therapies for the treatment of type 2 diabetes5.
The treatment of chronic hyperglycemia aims at decreasing
the incidence of cardio-vascular complications; it is not
acceptable that such a treatment could potentially increase
it.

Why these regulatory changes?
The main objective of controlling chronic blood glucose in
diabetic patients is to prevent long-term complications.
These are micro (the classical diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy and neuropathy) and macro-vascular complications
(essentially myocardial infarction, stroke and cardiovascular
death). These complications are seriously debilitating: diabetes is the first cause of end-stage renal disease, dialysis and
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blindness in developed countries. Similarly, diabetes multiplies by three the risk of atherosclerotic complications.
At the end of the last century, two well-known epidemiological studies {DCCT (Diabetes Control and Complications Trial) in type 1 diabetes and the UKPDS (Prospective
Diabetes Study) trial in type 2 diabetes} have demonstrated
that there is a direct relationship between the patients’
HbA1c and the risk of complications after long-term follow-up6,7. The lower the HbA1c, the lower the risk of
complications.
Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) appears to be a surrogate
endpoint of the long-term clinical events in diabetic patients. The requirements for a surrogate end-point have
been well-defined in an article published by T.R. Fleming8.
The relationship between a surrogate end-point and the
clinical event is sometimes complex, and this is the case for
HbA1c and diabetes complications.
It is now generally accepted that an intervention decreasing
HbA1c will decrease the risk of developing micro-vascular
complications. However, recent intervention trials have not
been able to demonstrate the same findings on the macrovascular complications. This is illustrated by the recently
published ADVANCE9, ACCOR10 or VADT11 trials: in all
these intervention trials, a long-term reduction of HbA1c
was not accompanied by a reduction of the cardiac risk.
Even in ACCOR an increased cardiovascular risk led to the
premature discontinuation of the trial. HbA1c is an accepted surrogate endpoint of micro-vascular complications, but
is probably not for macro-vascular complications.
This difference between the evolution of micro and macrovascular complications and between the outcomes of epidemiology and interventional trials is still the subject of numerous hypotheses. The pathogenesis of the diabetes complications shows that micro-vascular complications are
directly linked to the long-term chronic hyperglycemia,
while the pathogenesis of macro-vascular complications is
rather multifactorial. However, this does not explain entirely the relationship (or lack of ) between HbA1c and clinical
events. Additionally, it probably takes more years to demonstrate an effect on the macro-vascular risk compared to the
micro-vascular risk.
The EMA and FDA have reiterated in their recent revised
guidance document that efficacy in clinical development
should be demonstrated using HbA1c as the primary effiContinued on page 11
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cacy criteria. However, it should now be also demonstrated
that the drug does not increase the cardiac risk of type 2
diabetic patients.
The requirement is softer in the EMA guideline, while it is
more precise in the FDA guidance document. Briefly and in
summary, it should be demonstrated that the upper bound
of the 95% confidence interval is lower than 1.8, with an
acceptable relative risk. If it is above 1.8, then a confirmatory cardiac endpoint trial should be conducted to get the
drug approved. The lack of surrogate endpoints for cardiac
risk requires using directly these clinical events for safety
assessment (usually cardiovascular death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, and non-fatal stroke).

What are the practical consequences for the
industry?
An upper bound of the 95% confidence interval below 1.8:
what does it mean? Assuming a 1.0 relative risk (no difference in the risk between the test drug and the comparators),
we need to record, document and adjudicate 120-130
cardiac events to be below this 1.8 threshold. This is a new
challenge considering that typical registration dossiers for
an anti-diabetic drug would produce no more than 10 or
20 clinical cardiac events, based on typical patient exposure.
Why only 10-20 events? Simply because the development
in the past focused on “healthy diabetic” patients with a
limited increased risk. The clinical development now needs
to enrich the patient population with patients at a higher
risk: patients with other cardiovascular risk factors, patients
with history of cardiovascular events, elderly patients or
patients with chronic kidney disease. Various strategies have
been implemented by the pharmaceutical companies to
fulfill this requirement for cardiac safety assessment. However, this typically requires the addition of a pre-marketing
cardiovascular outcome trial to record and adjudicate the
cardiac events.
This could be a serious limiting step for dossier submission
considering that these pre-marketing cardiovascular outcome studies usually take years to randomize approximately
2,000 patients, who need to have an average follow-up of
2-3 years.
These new requirements add thousands of patients-years
compared to the dossiers submitted prior to the December
2008 date of the publication of the FDA guidance document on cardiac safety evaluation.
It also requires changes in the development strategy. Some
pharmaco-kinetic and pharmaco-dynamic studies now need
11
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to be performed earlier in the development process in order
to allow the randomization of diabetic patients with other
co-morbidities and concomitant treatments earlier in the
development.
As required by the FDA guidance document, a meta-analysis including all cardiac events from clinical development
should be performed prior to NDA (New Drug Application) dossier submission. All these events should be clearly
defined and properly adjudicated.
The paradigm is changing from the use of a surrogate endpoint toward a more clinical end-point – at least for safety
documentation.

What are the general consequences for the
development of drugs in type 2 diabetes?
There is clearly an unmet medical need in the oral treatment of type 2 diabetes. The most effective treatment remains metformin which had been introduced on the market
more than 50 years ago in Europe. The safety profiles of the
different drug classes are not optimal. Patients and prescribers are still waiting for more effective drugs with a better
safety profile.
For this reason the pharmaceutical industry is extremely
active in the field of diabetes. There are more and more
clinical studies ongoing in diabetes, and additionally they
are larger and larger, obliging the industry to explore new
countries to select new investigators.
The issue is not only operational, but more importantly,
economic. Dossiers submitted to the regulatory authorities
include more patients exposed to the drug for longer periods compared to what was done 3-5 years ago. An increase
in the overall duration of the phase 3 program is the consequence of the increased number of patients-years in the
submission dossiers.
Developers now also have less control on NDA submission
timelines: submission date is no longer driven by the completion of the phase 3 program, but the availability of the
required number of positively adjudicated cardiac events.
The clinical development of drugs in diabetes is riskier than
it was, or it is for other drugs in other indications. The
safety profile – including cardiac safety – is now fully evaluated after the efficacy assessment. This delay in benefit/risk
assessment makes it seem that the go/no-go milestones in
clinical development are biased or made later than they
should be. The lack of surrogate or predictive markers of
Continued on page 12
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the cardiac risk necessitate the conclusion of the cardiac
relative risk assessment from cardio-vascular outcome studies and this does not occur before the end of the phase 3
program.

for clinical research and drug development strategies. Didier
Saur has a particular expertise in cardio-vascular outcome
trials and is a member of the ADA and EASSD.

For all these reasons, medium-sized pharmaceutical companies cannot develop oral diabetic drugs on their own and
need to eventually sign co-development deals with each
other.

1. FDA, Guidance for Industry. Diabetes mellitus: developing drug and
therapeutic biologics for treatment and prevention, Feb 2008
2. EMA, Guideline on clinical investigation of medicinal products in the
treatment of diabetes mellitus, CPMP/EWP/1080/00 Rev. 1, Jan 2010
3. Nissen SE et al., Effect of rosiglitazone on the risk of myocardial infarction and death from cardiovascular causes, N Engl J Med, 2007;
356:2457-71
4. Concept paper on the need for revision of the note for guidance on clinical investigations of medicinal products in the treatment of diabetes mellitus, EMEA/CHMP/EWP/176348/08, May 2008
5. Guidance for industry - Diabetes mellitus - Evaluating cardiovascular
risk in new antidiabetic therapies to treat type 2 diabetes, Dec 2008
6. Diabetes Control and Complications Trial Research Group, The effect
of intensive treatment of diabetes on the development and progression of
long-term complications in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. N Engl J
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7. UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) Group, Effect of intensive
blood-glucose control with metformin on complications in overweight
patients with type 2 diabetes, Lancet, 1998; 352:854-65
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2008; 358:2545-59
11. Duckworth W et al., Glucose Control and Vascular Complications in
Veterans with Type 2 Diabetes, N Engl J Med, 2009; 360:129-39

Conclusion
Nobody can argue against these additional evaluations of
the cardiac safety of drugs marketed to reduce the incidence
of the cardio-vascular diabetes complications. However, in
this climate, the clinical development of new drugs became
more complex and more challenging: more patients in the
dossiers, longer controlled follow-up of these patients, and
more uncertainties and risks on the approvability of the
drug, with the overall consequence of an increased cost for
developing new therapies for treating type 2 diabetes. Only
large pharmaceutical companies can now take the risk to
develop new treatments in the context of this current unmet medical need.
Didier Saur is a medical doctor by background, and has
worked in clinical drug development for the last 25 years. All
these years, both with pharmaceutical companies and CROs,
have been devoted to cardio-vascular and metabolic disorders.
Didier Saur is currently Vice President and Global Leader for
Cardio-Metabolic Research at ICON Clinical Research and is
an internal and external consultant in these therapeutic areas
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targeted text fields should be used within individual forms
to capture important solicited comments.
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Data Standards For Clinical Trials1

By: Jonathan G. Levine, PhD, Senior Scientist, FDA Data Standards Council, FDA Office of the Chief Scientist
If research data is collected in a standardized way, improvements in quality and
efficiency can be realized. An organization that 1) establishes exchange, terminology, content, analysis and reporting,
and acquisition standards, and 2) puts in
place an effective data standards governance structure, can produce a high-quality data standards infrastructure that
meets the needs of all of an organization’s
data users, and can facilitate data exchange with other organizations. If instead different parts of an organization
are free to use whatever data standards
they wish, many of the benefits of standards are lost.
If research data is collected in a standardized way, improvements in quality and
efficiency can be realized [1]. While this
paper will describe some aspects of data
standards for cardiovascular clinical trials,
the principles apply to other types of
research studies. Data standards at FDA
will be used as an example, but the same
general ideas can be applied to other
organizations, such as pharmaceutical
companies (Pharma) and contract research organizations (CROs) conducting
clinical trials.
Data standards can be broken down into
the following general categories:
• Standards governance
• Exchange standards
• Terminology standards
• Content standards
• Analysis and reporting standards
• Acquisition standards
The following sections describe these
types of standards in more detail.

Standards Governance
If every part of an organization is free to
use whatever standards they wish, many
of the benefits of standards are lost. Redundant standards will proliferate and
different parts of the organization will be
forced to develop their own databases and
analysis tools. In order to avoid this, an
organization needs a standards gover14
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nance structure that specifies what standards will be used by the organization. It
is critical that the standards adopted by
the governance board meet the needs of
all users, lest some users use unapproved
standards out of necessity. As much as
possible the governance board should
adopt standards that are widely recognized by a broad standards community
(e.g. ISO, ANSI). An organization must
also decide the scope of the governance
board. For example, at FDA, the FDA
Data Standards Council (DSC) scope is
limited to exchange standards and terminology standards. The DSC is responsible
for harmonizing data exchange and terminology standards across the FDA (i.e.
CDER, CBER, CVM, CFSAN, CDRH,
CTP, etc) and outside the agency, and
coordinates the development, adoption
and maintenance of the data exchange
and terminology standards. The DSC is
comprised of representatives from all the
FDA centers, as well as the DSC staff.

Exchange Standards
Exchange standards refer to standards for
structuring data for exchange between
organizations. An exchange standard
describes how to “package” the data for
exchange between organizations. An
exchange standard does not specify what
data should be exchanged “content”, or
the terminology used to describe the
content. An exchange standard may
specify terminology used to describe the
structure of the exchange standard. Examples of exchange standards include
SAS .xpt format and HL7 SPL. An exchange standard needs to be granular
enough to meet the needs of all users of
the data, even though all users will not
need to exchange data in the most granular form supported by the standard.

Terminology Standards
A critical part of any implementation of a
data standard is the terminology used to
describe the data. While data attributes
are often described by a single word, a

rigorous terminology standard requires:
• A concept definition
• A code for the concept
• A list of labels associated with the concept
For example we might have the concept
“A pharmaceutical product whose only
active ingredient is atenolol”, assign it the
concept code XXVV3VW0TI, and associate one or more terms (e.g. “atenolol”)
with the concept code XXVV3VW0TI.
While different users may want different
terms for the concept, the concept definition and concept code remain
unchanged.
At FDA, the DSC is responsible for
coordinating terminology standards
within FDA, including identifying or
developing terminology standards that
meet the needs of FDA Centers. The
FDA works with the National Institute of
Health’s Enterprise Vocabulary Service
and standards development organizations
such as CDISC and HL7 to develop and
support controlled terminology in several
areas. Currently, more than 10,000 FDA
terms and codes are stored in the NCI
Thesaurus (NCIt).

Content Standards
A content standard is a standard for what
information needs to be exchanged between organizations. An organization
may need a large amount of diverse content, but a particular user may need only
a fraction of the data that could be potentially exchanged via the standard.
For example, a physician may need to
know the values of a handful of laboratory
tests and associated normal ranges for
treating a patient. A pharmaceutical company may want to know the same information as the physician plus what materials were used to perform the tests, when
the tests were performed, and who performed the tests. An insurance company
may want to know who ordered the test,
Continued on page 15
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why they ordered the test, and how much
the test cost. One case may need very
detailed blood pressure data (diastolic or
systolic, position of subject, instrument
used to take measurement, etc.), while
another may only need such data if a
blood pressure measurement was diastolic
and systolic. A good standard needs to be
able to support all of an organization’s
content needs. At FDA, individual centers
and reviewing divisions are responsible for
determining content standards.
While a content standard does not have
to specify a terminology standard, it is
most useful if it is bound to a terminology standard (e.g. LOINC, SNOMED).
In some cases, such as patient narratives
written by care providers, or patient
descriptions of adverse events, a terminology standard is not possible. In other
situations it may be necessary to accept
data in multiple terminologies and recode
the data after it is received.

Implementation of the Standard
For exchanging specific content, only a
part of the standard may be needed. A
standard may be capable of being used to
exchange detailed patient data, but a
particular user may only choose to use it
to exchange the age, sex, and race of
subjects. Similarly, a user may only need a
subset of a particular terminology for a
specific implementation. For a specific
purpose, an implementation guide is
written that specifies what parts of a
standard are used, how they are used, and
what terminologies are used for a specific
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implementation. For example, CDISC
SDTM 1.2 is a data standard with two
implementations: SDTM 3.1.2 and
SEND 3.0.

appropriate for a particular situation
needs to be determined by consultation
with subject matter experts.

Reporting and Analysis Standards

Consistent exchange, terminology, content, analysis and reporting, and acquisition standards, combined with an effective governance structure, can produce a
high-quality data standards infrastructure
that meets the needs of all of an organization’s data users, as well a facilitate data
exchange with other organizations. This
infrastructure can be readily adapted to
new data requirements as the data requirements emerge.

A variety of datasets are needed by different users of the data. Some users will
need specific static reports, while others
will need general purpose datasets that
can be used for analysis, either prespecified or ad hoc. Unlike exchange standards, reporting and analysis standards
need to be tailored to the specific use
planned by the end users. CDISC SDTM
3.1.2 .xpt files and CDISC ADaM .xpt
files are examples of analysis standards.

Data Acquisition Standards
Ideally, data should be collected in a way
consistent with the way it will be exchanged. Data should only need to be entered once, and where practical, pop-up
lists of terms should be provided. Recoding should be kept to a minimum, and
every piece of data should be mapped to
a location in the implemented standard.
Care should be given to the way a particular piece of information is obtained,
since different approaches may give different answers. For example, consider the
following two questions:
1. Have you experienced any adverse
events since your last visit?
2. Have you experienced any joint pain
since your last visit?
Both questions will yield some information about joint pain, but they will yield
different data. Which approach is most

Conclusions

Dr. Jonathan Levine is currently working as
a Senior Scientist in FDA’s Office of the
Chief Scientist, where he serves as the Agency-level focal point for all FDA Data Standards Council policy related to study data,
including the HL7 Study Data Standards.
Dr. Levine has over 20 years of experience
with FDA, where his work has included the
statistical review of numerous NDAs and
protocols, including NDAs for clozapine
and clompramine. Dr. Levine is co-creator
of the original proposal for the Janus study
data repository at FDA, and is actively
involved in the continuing development of
Janus. Dr. Levine received his PhD in
computational science and informatics from
George Mason University.
[1] Szarfman, A, Levine,JG, and Tonning, JM, A
new paradigm for analyzing adverse drug events
in Computer Applications in Pharmaceutical
Research and Development, edited by Sean Ekins.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2006
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Society for Clinical Data Management Code of Ethics
Clinical data management is a key component of the development of new medications, medical procedures and medical devices. Clinical data management professionals are:
• Committed to following the laws, regulations and guidelines applicable to clinical research (including the Declaration of Helsinki), to participate in the protection of the
safety, dignity and well-being of trial subjects, and to
maintain the confidentiality of medical records.
• Committed to creating, maintaining and presenting quality clinical data, thus supporting accurate and timely statistical analysis; and to adhering to applicable standards
of quality and truthfulness in scientific research.
• Committed to facilitating communication between clinical data management professionals and all other clinical
research professionals; to maintaining competency in
all areas of clinical data management; to keeping current with technological advances; and to ensuring the
dissemination of information to members of the clinical
research team.
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• Committed to working as an integral member of a clinical research team with honesty, integrity and respect;
and to making, and communicating accountability for,
clinical data management decisions and actions within
the clinical trial process.
• Committed to maintaining and respecting proprietary
knowledge at all levels, avoiding the use of proprietary
knowledge for personal gain, and to disclosing any conflict of interest.
• Committed to avoiding any conduct or behavior that is
unlawful, unethical or that may otherwise reflect negatively on the profession of clinical data management.
• Committed to advancing the profession of clinical data
management through the development, distribution and
improvement of good clinical data management practices; and to aiding the professional development and
advancement of colleagues within the clinical trial industry.
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